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We understand that Cineworld, who took control of Cambridge Arts Picturehouse in 
December 2012, have been told they may have to sell it because of a “realistic 
prospect of a substantial lessening of competition”. 
We fail to understand why this would be the case:  The Arts caters to a different 
client group and shows a very different type of film - in fact, we struggle to think of an 
occasion where we have actually had a choice of venue for the same film, possibly 
the last Bond or Life of Pi, but this is rare. Although as long-standing members of the 
Arts, we do occasionally go to Vue or Cineworld for more mainstream films - they 
complement each other well. 
The Arts is an intrinsic part of Cambridge life, providing  consistently varied and 
interesting programmes as well as ensuring that all members of the community are 
catered for with specialist screenings for parents with young children, senior citizens 
etc. and is host to a world renowned annual festival. It is the only cinema situated in 
the heart of the historic city and as a consequence has a highly popular bar and 
cafe, well used at all times of the day and week. 
When Cineworld bought The Arts last year, it was with assurances that the cinema's 
unique identity would be preserved and so far this would appear to be the case. In a 
city like Cambridge, with a large academic and international population, the loss of 
this amenity to the community would be monumental and have a massive impact on 
the cultural life of the city. 
In terms of the level of competition in Cambridge, it is worth emphasising that there 
would in any case still be two large cinema chains present, something not achieved 
in many towns of a similar size. 
So again, with Cineworld and Vue competing directly for the "mainstream" audience, 
only The Arts caters for more minority tastes and we fail to see how the ruling would 
benefit us as keen users of this facility. 
We do hope the Commission will re-think. 
  
Kind regards 
Jude Tustian and Mike Clenshaw 
 


